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II. The applicant appealed the decision.

III. With the statement setting out the grounds of appeal, the applicant requested that the decision under appeal be set aside and that a patent be granted on the basis of a newly amended set of claims and amended description pages. Further, the applicant requested oral proceedings.

IV. The Board arranged to hold oral proceedings. In a communication under Article 15(1) RPBA, the appellant was informed of the Board's preliminary opinion. In particular, the Board expressed its doubts that the amendments have a basis in the original application (Article 123(2) EPC) and stated that the independent claims apparently contained a contradiction so that they seemed to lack clarity (Article 84 EPC).

V. In reply, the appellant filed amended claims for auxiliary requests 1 and 2. Since the request filed with the statement setting out the grounds of appeal was maintained, in the following it is referred to as the "main request". In addition, the appellant provided arguments with regard to the issues raised in the
Board's communication and the basis, in the original application, for the new requests.

VI. At oral proceedings, the appellant maintained these requests.

VII. Claim 1 of the main request reads as follows:

A certificate stamp identifying system comprising:
- a template storing means (16) to store templates of various certificate stamps;
- a certificate stamp image obtaining means to obtain an image of each of said certificate stamps affixed to paper sheets;
- a certificate stamp detecting means (15) to detect and identify each of said certificate stamps based on a result of checking matching between each of the obtained images and any one of said templates; and
- a template creating means to store a plurality of images of non-identified certificate stamps, regarding which said certificate stamp detecting means have judged that there is no matching template, in a storage, and create a template candidate for said non-identified certificate stamps based on said plurality of images of non-identified certificate stamps stored in said storage, wherein said template creating means comprises a certificate stamp image classifying means (18) to perform a selecting process of selecting as a temporary template one out of said plurality of said images of non-identified certificate
stamps which are stored in said storage when said plurality of said images of non-identified certificate stamps stored in said storage exceeds a predetermined count, and a grouping process of extracting and grouping together said temporary template and other images of non-identified certificate stamps each having a same characteristic as said temporary template into one group, wherein said certificate stamp image classifying means repeatedly performs said selecting process and said grouping process for all remaining images of non-identified certificate stamps stored in said storage in order to classify said plurality of said images of non-identified certificate stamps into groups according to characteristic, the certificate stamp identifying system being characterized in that the template creating means comprises: a candidate selecting means (19) to select after completion of the classifying a group having a specified number or more of said images of non-identified certificate stamps, to sequentially use all the images of non-identified certificate stamps belonging to the selected group as trial templates to check matching for every trial template between the trial template and each of the images of non-identified certificate stamps other than the trial template regardless the images other than the trial template belong to the selected group or not, to calculate for every trial template a certificate stamp detection rate showing a rate of images of non-identified certificate stamps matching
with the trial template to all images of non-identified certificate stamps, and to subsequently select an image of a non-identified certificate stamp having the highest certificate stamp detection rate in the selected group as said template candidate representing the selected group provided that the highest certificate stamp detection rate is a predetermined value or more.

VIII. Independent claim 8 is a correspondingly formulated claim for a certificate stamp identifying method.

IX. Independent claim 1 of auxiliary request 1 replaces the definition of the candidate selecting means by (amendments with regard to main request emphasized):

... a candidate selecting means (19) to select after completion of the classifying a group having a specified number or more of said images of non-identified certificate stamps, to sequentially use all the images of non-identified certificate stamps belonging to the selected group as trial templates to check matching for every trial template between the trial template and each of the images of non-identified certificate stamps regardless the images other than the trial template belong to the selected group or not, to calculate for every trial template a certificate stamp detection rate value showing a rate of images of non-identified certificate stamps
matching with the trial template to all images of non-identified certificate stamps, and to subsequently select an image of a non-identified certificate stamp having the highest certificate stamp detection rate one of the values in the selected group as said template candidate representing the selected group provided that the highest certificate stamp detection rate one of the values is a predetermined value or more ...

X. Independent method claim 8 is correspondingly amended.

XI. In independent claims 1 and 8 of auxiliary request 2, the only amendment as compared to the main request is the removal of the words

    ... regardless the images other than the trial template belong to the selected group or not ...

Reasons for the Decision

General remarks

1. The invention is concerned with a machine that automatically identifies certificate stamps, for example postage stamps, by matching them to templates. It happens that some stamps do not match any of the current templates, and the invention is about what happens to those.
2. Independent claims 1 and 8 of all requests deal with the handling of images of certificate stamps that the system or method did not manage to identify ("non-identified certificate stamps").

3. The claimed systems and methods generate "template candidates" from a plurality of images of non-identified certificate stamps in two steps.

4. In the first step, the images of the non-identified certificate stamps are classified into groups, based on a "temporary template", which is a selected one of the images. All images that have a same characteristic as the "temporary template" are extracted from the plurality of images and form one group. This is repeated until all non-identified images of the plurality have been classified into groups.

5. In the second step – after the classification is finished – each of the images of one selected group are used as a "trial template", which is checked for matching with other images. The "best" "trial template" is then used as a "template candidate" representing the images of the selected group.

6. The "template candidate" is then displayed on a display (cf. page 20, lines 7 to 18) – possibly for an operator to check it and to register it as an additional template for further identifications. What happens to the groups is not specified in the application. It is possible that the additional template is used for the future identification of images of certificate stamps that are similar to the images of the respective groups.
7. The second step might result in a "template candidate" representing the selected group that is different from the "temporary template" that was used to build the group in the first step. Since the "temporary template" must match the members of the group well enough to form the group in the first step, the second step appears redundant unless there is some reason to think the "template candidate" somehow improves on it. None of the requests on file succeeds in giving a motivation or clarification for why the second step is needed.

Main request

8. There is no basis for the term "regardless the images other than the trial template belong to the selected group or not". In both independent claims 1 and 8, the term qualifies the images of non-identified certificate stamps with which the trial template is checked for matching in the second step.

9. This wording is used neither in Figure 6, nor in the original description at page 25, line 24 to page 27, line 15, these being the basis provided by the appellant (statement of grounds, page 2, first paragraph).

10. The only passage of the original description describing what happens during the step of determining the detection rate on page 26, lines 4 to 12 (paragraph 64 of the published application) reads:

   Then, the postage stamp template registering candidate selecting section 19 calculates the postage stamp detection rate to be obtained when a selected postage
stamp area extracting image is additionally registered as a postage stamp template (by dividing the number of detection failed images by the detection of a postage stamp is made possible using the selected postage stamp area extracting image [pattern] by all the number of detection failed images) with respect to detection failed entire images (Step SC14).

11. The wording "detection rate", however, can be understood as covering both a binary detection (known - unknown) and an identification (i.e. a class specific detection: to which class of known templates does the certificate stamp belong?). It is not clear which of these detection rates is actually meant in the cited passage. Hence, it can not be derived whether the detection rate has to be calculated by checking the match of the trial template with all "detection failed" images or only with the "detection failed" images belonging to the same group.

12. According to the appellant's argumentation in section 4. of the statement of grounds, and according to the amendments to independent claims 1 and 8, it was the intention to use - as a newly registered template, or "template candidate" - the image of the clustered group of non-identified certificate stamps as representing the group, so that the "template candidate" would even be able to "detect" images belonging in other groups. This would, seemingly, imply that an image would be chosen as the template candidate that would not necessarily be the best template for identifying the images of the group, but which "detects" any non-identified image of other groups as well. This apparently contradicts the intention of the template
candidate derived from a clustered group of images "representing the selected group", as specified in the penultimate line of both independent claims).

13. Hence, the amendments made to claims 1 and 8 of the main request result in subject-matter extending beyond the content of the application as filed (Article 123(2) EPC).

14. The issue discussed above with regard to the image that is used as the template candidate representing the selected group also gives rise to problems of clarity.

15. Claims 1 and 8 of the main request, therefore, lack clarity (Article 84 EPC).

16. The main request is not allowable.

**Auxiliary request 1**

17. The amendment to claims 1 and 8 removes the problematic term "regardless the images other than the trial template belong to the selected group or not". The objection under Article 123(2) EPC discussed above no longer applies.

18. However, the lack of clarity remains. Even without specifying explicitly that the detection rate is determined "regardless the images other than the trial template belong to the selected group or not", it is still not clear, whether the trial template is compared to all non-identified images or only to the non-identified images of the same group as the trial template.
19. This is also not clear from the original description. For instance, neither in Figure 6 (where, in step SC14, the "detection rate is calculated"), nor in the corresponding description (page 26, lines 4 to 12, i.e. the passage cited above) is there any indication, that the trial template is only compared to the images of the selected group. On the other hand, claims 1 and 8 both state that the template candidate should "represent the selected group". If, however, the "trial template" matches, for some reason, many images of other groups, but not so well the images of the selected group, the result of the detection rate calculation (and, consequently, of the chosen template candidate) depends strongly on the images that the trial template is compared with.

20. It might be possible to avoid the discrepancy mentioned above by performing the grouping in the first step so that there would be no danger of detecting images of other groups with a trial template of the selected group in the second step. However, no details of the grouping process (in particular of the determination of "a same characteristic"), are defined in the claims. In addition, no details of the matching check of the trial templates and each of the images of non-identified certificate stamps other than the trial template in the second step are defined. Such details, if provided, might have made clear with which images the trial template is compared.

21. During oral proceedings, the appellant argued that the two steps are used in order to classify the images of non-identified certificate stamps (in the first step) by using a "coarse" pattern matching with a "temporary template" that might not necessarily be the best template and then - in the second step - determining
the "best" template ("template candidate") representing the selected group with a "fine" pattern matching. This difference between these two "pattern matchings" could be derived from the wording used in claim 1, i.e. that in the first step it is only checked for "a same characteristic", which would mean less than "matching", which is used in claiming the second step. With this understanding, the skilled person would know that the trial template is only compared with images from the selected group. The skilled person would further know that the trial template which matches best is chosen as the "template candidate".

22. However, there is no basis for any "coarse" or "fine" pattern matching, either in the claims or in the original description. On the contrary, in the description, it is disclosed that, for the process of grouping (the first step) the pattern matching process is performed in the same manner as for the detection of certificate stamps (page 17, lines 13 to 17, page 24, lines 13 to 26). No other pattern matching process is disclosed.

23. Since the determination of the template candidate is ambiguous, depending on the images with which the respective trial template is compared, independent claims 1 and 8 do not define clearly enough the subject-matter for which protection is sought (Article 84 EPC).

24. Hence, auxiliary request 1 is not allowable.
Auxiliary request 2

25. The amendment to claims 1 and 8 of auxiliary request 2 do not relate to the clarity problems discussed above with regard to auxiliary request 1. Hence, these claims also lack clarity (Article 84 EPC).

26. Therefore, auxiliary request 2 is not allowable.

Order

For these reasons it is decided that:

The appeal is dismissed.

The Registrar: The Chairman:

D. Meyfarth P. Scriven
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